
Bronzed Beauty

 ARGAN ANTIOXIDANT PRIMER
  ARGAN CREAM COMPACT  

FOUNDATION
  CREAM CONTOUR STICK -  

LIGHT & DARK
 ARGAN VEGAN 7-IN-1 BRONZER
  MOROCCAN SUMMER PALETTE
  DAY TO NIGHT GLAM PALETTE

 HIGHLIGHTING TRIO
 FIBRE BROW ENHANCER
 FIBRE BROW FIXING GEL
 MYKONOS FAUX MINK LASHES
 STRONG HOLD LINER – BLACK
 CRÈME CARAMEL LIPSTICK
 SHINE LIPGLOSS
 ARGAN DEFINING MASCARA

What you will need

G E T  T H E  L O O K



FACE

EYES

LIPS

STEP 1: Starting with a freshly cleaned face, apply the 
Argan Antioxidant Primer all over the face with your 
fingers, massaging it into the skin. 

STEP 2: Apply your shade of the Silk Argan Cream 
Compact all over the face using the Nude Silk Blending 
Sponge. 

STEP 3: Continue using the Nude Blending Sponge, 
and blend the Argan Contour Stick (1-2 shades lighter 
than your skin tone) under the eyes, along the bridge of 
your nose and the middle of your forehead.

STEP 4: Next, accentuate the natural contours of the 
face using the Argan Contour Stick in ‘Dark’. Warm up 
the product on the back of your hand, then apply to the 
hollows of the cheeks, along the forehead, jawline and 
lightly along the bridge of your nose. Blend using the 
Silk Nude Blending Sponge.

STEP 5: Using the Vegan Powder brush, take the Argan 
7-in-1 Bronzer and gently swipe along the cheekbones 
where you previously applied your contour and along 
your forehead, making sure to blend the powder into 

your hairline for a seamless look.

STEP 6: Using your favourite shade from the Argan 
Moroccan Summer Palette, use the Vegan Blush brush 
and apply the blush to the apples of your cheeks, 
blending it nicely with your bronzer.

STEP 7: Now you’re going to subtly highlight your 
face. Using the Vegan Large Fan Brush, lightly dust the 
shade POP from the Argan Highlighting Trio onto the 
bridge and tip of the nose, cupids bow and cheekbone 
above your blush.

STEP 8: With the phenomenal Argan Fibre Brow 
Enhancer in your chosen shade, shape the brows 
starting at the arch and then concentrating most 
of the product to the tail of the brow, giving a nice 
blended look. When your eyebrows are at your desired 
shape, lock them in with our Clear Brow Fixing Gel.

STEP 9: Using the Vegan Blending Eye Brush and the 
shade Latte from the Silk Day to Night Glam Palette, 
blend the eyeshadow through the crease in circular 
motions to create a smooth finish. 

STEP 10: Next, using the shade POP with the Vegan 
Concealer brush, apply the highlight on the inner 
corners of the eye, brow bone and along the lid. 

STEP 11: Now with the shade Mocha, using the Vegan 
Large Shadow Brush, add a small amount to the outer 
corner of the eye to define the shape, and then use it to 
create a smokey line along the lash line. 

STEP 12: Underneath the eye, go in with the Vegan 
Smudge Eye Brush with the shade Latte and blend this 
along the lower lash line. 

STEP 13: Lastly, apply a thin layer of the Argan 
Defining Mascara to your top and bottom lashes. Once 
the mascara is dry, use the Silk Strong Hold Lash Bond 
Liner in Black to apply a generous line along the upper 
lash line. Once tacky, add the Silk Mykonos Faux Mink 
lashes. 

STEP 14: For the lips, complete the look with our 
Argan Vegan Lipstick in Crème Caramel, and top with 
the Argan Vegan Lip gloss in Shine.

Bronzed Beauty
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ALL BRUSHES USED FROM THE  
‘VEGAN ROSE GOLD & WHITE’ BRUSH SET


